The SEALCO Model 5012-100 Portable Low Pressure Air Test Control Unit

- Total Air Testing
- Segmenting and Sectional Air Testing

The fastest and easiest way to confirm the acceptability of a new sewer line or the condition of an existing one

Lightweight and compact... only 7 pounds for portability. All gauges and controls protected inside the compact 18½"x9"x7½" self-contained carrying case. Convenient instructions and test guide inside cabinet lid.

Accurate and easy to use... all dials and gauges clearly marked for fast readings. Big 4½"-dial monitor gauge gives better than 1% accuracy at 15 PSI. Jeweled movement and sweep second hand on stopwatch assure accurate timing. One valve-per-line and positive click positioning makes operation easy.

Dependable... inlet air pressure monitor gauge keeps a constant check on the primary air supply pressure. Element inflation pressure gauge constantly checks element inflation. An internal pressure relief prevents more than 10 psi of pressure inside the unit. Open flow air hoses are quickly attached. No generator or batteries. Totally pneumatically operated with dependable pressure regulators.

Prove pipe condition two ways... with one, dependable, compact control unit!
The fastest, easiest way for sewer contractors and municipalities to confirm the acceptability of a new sewer line, or the condition of an existing one, in a low pressure air test. A low pressure air test system quickly and accurately indicates the rate at which pressurized air leaves a section of sewer pipe. This indicates leaks or the extent of pipe damage.

Only Sealco offers you these exclusive features

Deluxe regulated air tank.
Float line kit.
Air test winch.
Universal quadrant roller.

- Deluxe regulated air tank is used complete with 25' air line and appropriate fittings for inflation of dead end manhole plug during total test operation.
- Float line kit with 600' of polypropylene rope, parachute and heavy duty reel makes segmenting test set-up a snap.
- Two-speed chain and sprocket drive Air Test Winch with 600' steel cable, accurate footage counter and positive lock feature facilitates precise leak location.
- Easy to set-up Universal Quadrant Roller may be used as slant jacks, crown rollers or manhole rim guides while segment testing.